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Email Marketing: An Hour a Day

“More and more of our members tell us how they are using multiple channels to reach consumers. And why? As all marketing goes direct and multichannel, consumers have learned to adapt differently to media. A marketer who does not embrace the power of email is missing an important touch point with consumers.”
—John A. Greco, Jr., president and chief executive officer, Direct Marketing Association

“In Email Marketing: An Hour a Day, David and Jeanniey offer a must-have guide for every marketeer that is filled to the brim with insider tips and practical tactics on improving the effectiveness of email marketing. As tenured champions of the email channel, they deftly explore email’s intersection with social and mobile marketing, making this a critical resource for every marketing professional.”
—Deidre Baird, president and CEO, Pivotal Veracity

“If there was one book this year that I would give to all of my employees and clients, it would be this book that Jeanniey and David have created. It puts all the years of experience, research, and knowledge that they have gathered into one place to make it easy for my team to do their jobs better. It will become the book that all new hires at eROI will be given along with their offer letters and that all new clients will receive when they decide to work with us. Having this resource in print will allow most email marketers to do their jobs better, resulting in sending out emails that are relevant, compliant, and in the end more successful to their bottom lines.”
—Dylan T. Boyd, VP of sales and strategy, eROI

“There’s no one I’d rather talk email with than David and Jeanniey—their knowledge of the channel is an invaluable resource. This book will help improve the overall quality and performance of the email marketing we all send and receive.”
—Jeanne S. Jennings, email marketing strategy consultant; author of The Email Marketing Kit; ClickZ columnist on email marketing

“Jeanniey Mullen and David Daniels have done the impossible: they present sophisticated strategies in an accessible and easy guide for all types of email marketers. Ignore this book at your peril.”
—Dave Hendricks, EVP of Operations, Datran Media

“Jeanniey Mullen and David Daniels wrote the book on email marketing, and now finally they wrote the book.”
—Nick Friese, president, Digital Media and Marketing Events